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Abstract
The aim of this review was to identify measurement tools used to assess students’
attitudes towards science, technology, engineering, and/or mathematics (STEM) in
publications, and evaluate their usefulness and appropriateness based on reported
psychometric properties. Researchers look to also evaluate the content/subject area coverage
as well as the attitude construct coverage of identified measures. Electronic databases were
searched for peer-reviewed articles that utilized a STEM attitude measurement tool with
elementary or high school students. Publications were examined for reported psychometric
properties of tools and the quality of each measure was evaluated using the psychometric
grading framework (PGF). A total of 104 STEM attitude measures were identified within the
literature. Many (n = 83) identified measures lacked pertinent reliability and/or validity data
and could not be evaluated using the PGF within the current review. Fifteen measures were
evaluated, with eleven receiving the highest overall grade of “Good” using the PGF.

Keywords
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Summary for Lay Audience
As the world becomes more technologically advanced, more career positions are
available in the field of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM).
However, student enrollment in said academic courses is decreasing and reported attitudes
towards STEM are low in adolescence. It is pertinent to increase STEM engagement and
interest in students due to the relationship between various internal/motivational factors such
as self-efficacy and interest and its subsequent effect on future outcomes. Researchers are
attempting to accomplish this via various educational programs. Unfortunately, research that
evaluates STEM attitude measurement tools is lacking, thereby making it difficult to
accurately ensure educational efforts are achieving their desired goals of targeting student
attitudes. This review aims to identify measurement tools used to assess students’ attitudes
towards science, technology, engineering, and/or math in publications, as well as evaluate
said tools usefulness and appropriateness based on reported psychometric properties.
Electronic databases were searched for articles that used a STEM attitude measurement tool
with elementary or high school students. Articles were examined for reported reliability and
validity information of tools and the quality of each measure was evaluated using this
extracted data. A total of eleven STEM attitude measures were found within the literature,
that were identified within multiple research articles, publishing reliability and validity
information. These eleven measures were evaluated for their definition of attitudes, the
STEM subject areas included, and the strength of psychometric data. These measures were
ultimately awarded a high grade and recommended for use by the present researchers.
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Introduction
1

Rationale
In the 20th century, major advancements were made in the fields of technology,

science, and engineering leading to the number of jobs within these fields to increase
three times faster than in any other field (Friday Institute for Educational Innovation,
2012). Despite the demand for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) competent employees, there has been a decrease in student enrollment in postsecondary STEM courses (Kennedy et al., 2016) resulting in challenges finding qualified
employees (Friday Institute for Educational Innovation, 2012). The likelihood that
students will enroll in STEM courses and participate in the STEM workforce depends, in
part, on their attitudes toward STEM and their interest in STEM careers (Kennedy et al.,
2016). Students in elementary school demonstrate high interest in STEM subjects such as
mathematics and science, however, attitudes towards STEM begin to decline in
adolescence (Frenzel et al., 2010; Savelsbergh et al., 2016).
As a result, researchers and educators have developed programs for K-12 students
promoting positive attitudes towards STEM and STEM careers. For example, Project
Hope was a school-based intervention program, developed in the United States, to
introduce and promote science and health care related occupations to students (Ali et al.,
2017). This program showed promising results, with participating students displaying an
increase in science and math self-efficacy beliefs from pre to post assessment. Other
intervention programs can take place in more informal learning environments, such as a
summer camp program. The Summer Ventures in Science and Mathematics (SVSM)
program was a four-week program developed for high-school students, and yielded
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effective results showing an increase in STEM attitudes of participants from pre to post
assessment as well (Binns et al., 2016).
Accurately measuring the impact of these STEM programs on student attitudes is
critical for making decisions relevant to the design and implementation of future
programs. Despite this, there is a lack of comprehensive, validated, STEM-related
measurement instruments. The main objectives of this review are to: (1) Evaluate the
content coverage/subject areas of instruments assessing STEM attitudes, (2) Evaluate the
attitude construct coverage of instruments assessing STEM attitudes using a hierarchical
framework, and (3) Evaluate the psychometric quality of instruments assessing STEM
attitudes for K-12 students.

2

What is STEM?
STEM is an acronym for the subject areas of science, technology, engineering,

and mathematics (McComas & Burgin, 2020). The term was first introduced in 2001, by
biologist and former director of the U.S. National Science Foundation, Judith Ramaley
(Teaching Institute for Excellence in STEM, 2010). However, even though the term
STEM was not introduced until the 21st century, science and technology education was
emphasized in Western civilization for the first time in the 1950s as a response to Soviet
technological advances, such as the Sputnik satellite (Mohr-Schroeder et al., 2015). It
was believed that more needed to be done to train the next generation of scientists and
engineers to compete with the technological advances of other nations. In this same
decade, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was formed and
served as a leader in the push for greater science, technology, engineering, and
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mathematics awareness and education (Mohr-Schroeder et al., 2015). Several published
international reports in the early 2000s, such as the Program for International Student
Assessment (PISA) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS), shed light on the need for US and Canadian students to increase their
competence in STEM related fields due to them trailing behind competitor countries
(Mohr-Schroeder et al., 2015).
In the years following, national organizations, such as the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada (2010) and the National Science Foundation
(2008) in the United States, have encouraged the creation and implementation of
initiatives to promote STEM interests and skills within students. Since, the 1950’s there
has been a slight increase in the number of post-secondary graduates obtaining a degree
in a STEM-related program. However, there is a gap between the number of graduates
and the number of individuals entering the STEM workforce. This gap remains as there
are still more STEM jobs than qualified professionals to fill these positions.
Since its conception, the definition of what encompasses the field of STEM has
become unclear (Marrero et al., 2014). For many, STEM refers to the instruction and
professions within mathematics and the hard sciences, while others include social
sciences such as psychology, sociology, and political science (Marrero et al., 2014;
Green, 2007). Koonce and colleagues (2011) compared over fifty definitions of STEM
from both education and professional organizations (Koonce et al., 2011). The most
commonly included subject areas were chemistry, computer science, biological sciences,
mathematics, physics, geometric analysis and engineering disciplines, mapping on
directly to the traditional topics of science, technology, engineering, and math. Most
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researchers did not include agricultural studies, psychology, or social sciences within
their definitions of STEM (Koonce et al., 2011). Therefore, for the purposes of the
current review, STEM will be defined by the four core disciplines of science (i.e.,
biology, chemistry, physics, earth science and astronomy), technology, engineering, and
mathematics and not include psychology and other social sciences.
More specifically, science encompasses the field of study that attempts to explore
the structure and actions of the physical and natural world that surrounds us through
observation and systematic experimentation (Yata et al., 2020). The field of science can
be further subdivided into the physical (e.g., physics chemistry, astronomy, and earth
science) and biological sciences (e.g., biology and medicine). Technology is the
application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes such as the advancement of
industry (McComas & Burgin, 2020). Within the field of technology, machines and
equipment are developed to enhance the human environment (Yata et al., 2020).
Engineering is the application of science, technology, and mathematics to design and
build machines, engines, and structures to advance mankind. (Yata et al., 2020). Finally,
mathematics is defined as the study of structure, order, and relation that has evolved from
the basic practices of counting and measuring (McComas & Burgin, 2020). Mathematics
can be studied independently (pure mathematics) or it may be applied to a variety of
other disciplines such as technology, engineering or physics (applied mathematics) (Yata
et al., 2020).
All four core disciplines within STEM can be considered independently, however
are frequently utilized and studied simultaneously in today’s technologically advanced
society. This causes further confusion regarding the definition of STEM and what should
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encompass STEM-education due to the disparity between professional opinions on the
independence and/or integration of the four core subject areas. Additionally, there is
some confusion regarding how many of the four core subject areas need to be integrated
to be considered a unified approach to STEM. Some professionals state the amalgamation
of two core subject areas is sufficient, while others argue several, if not all core
disciplines, should be combined for an integrative approach (McComas & Burgin, 2020).
McComas and Burgin (2020) have proposed that the independent instruction of any of
the four-core subject areas is to be considered STEM education, while the partial (two) or
full integration of disciplines within instruction should be referred to as I-STEM
(McComas & Burgin, 2020). This distinction helps to clarify the definition of STEM and
allows for the term to be more than just a slogan to identify science, technology,
engineering, and/or mathematics, which has been the case since the term’s inception. As
the current researchers take an integrative approach to understanding STEM attitudes and
education, when referring to STEM we are following McComas and Burgin’s I-STEM
definition.

3

STEM Attitudes and Social Cognitive Career Theory
Extensive research effort has focused on understanding internal, social, and

educational factors that influence a student’s entry into a STEM post-secondary program
and their subsequent career choices (Wang, 2013). There is extensive literature
supporting the role of positive student attitudes and perceived competence in STEM
subjects on an individual’s behaviour and academic outcomes (Akey, 2006).
Additionally, STEM attitudes and self-efficacy beliefs have shown to impact student’s
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intentions to pursue a STEM-related post-secondary degree (van Aalderen-Smeets et al.,
2019).
STEM attitudes are often ambiguously or poorly defined, leading to criticism
from experts (Blalock et al., 2008). In general, they consist of affective, cognitive, and
behavioural components and positive or negative dispositions toward STEM education
overall as well as specific subject areas (Potvin & Hasni, 2014). For some researchers,
STEM attitudes consist of multiple subconstructs, while others use only a single factor to
define their construct (Kennedy et al., 2016). For example, some definitions are very
specific (e.g., capturing only an individual’s career aspirations) while others combine
attitudes, interest, and motivation to form a general and broad construct (Potvin & Hasni,
2014).
Savelsbergh and colleagues (2016) have attempted to address these discrepancies
by creating a multidimensional framework of STEM attitudes. The framework includes
four general ways of thinking and/or feeling about STEM including relevance, interest,
self-efficacy and one’s perception of the normality and usefulness of scientists within the
community. Relevance is the perceived importance of the field of STEM to one
personally or society (Savelsbergh et al., 2016). Interest is a positive or negative
emotional response towards STEM subjects, which results from exposure and experience
with the subject areas within a classroom or informal/ leisure activities (Savelsbergh et
al., 2016). Interests can be further subcategorized as affinity towards STEM within the
classroom, towards STEM leisure activities, and/or towards future careers within a
STEM-related field (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Self-efficacy is an individual's belief of
their abilities to complete tasks and display behaviours to produce desired outcomes, such
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as succeeding within a STEM classroom or job (Bandura, 1977). Subjective norms of
scientists describe the perceptions of whether society supports and/or values scientists as
a profession within the community (Savelsbergh et al., 2016). Savelsbergh et al. (2016)’s
multidimensional model of STEM attitudes is based on extensive review of the literature
and incorporates multiple definitions of attitudes present, making it an acceptable model
for use in the current review.
Researchers have highlighted that the decision to pursue STEM related
coursework or career is partially influenced by attitudes toward STEM (Wang, 2013).
Building on Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory, social cognitive career theory
(SCCT) describes the variables (environmental, individual, and behavioural) that affect
one’s academic development and later career choice (Lent et al., 1994; Lent & Brown,
2006). This theory illustrates the dynamic interplay between an individual’s environment
and their subsequent behaviour and beliefs. It has been applied to understand interest and
career choice in STEM. According to SCCT, self-efficacy, or the belief that an individual
is capable of mastering events, is the most influential cognitive component of goal
setting. Outcome expectations also affect interest. For example, if a student believes they
have the ability to get good grades in a STEM class, they have high self-efficacy. If the
student feels their grades in STEM will make their parents proud (i.e. outcome
expectations), they may study harder. The resultant success within STEM will then also
increase future interest in the area.
Studies have used social cognitive career theory as a predictive model for interest
in STEM fields (Fouad & Santana, 2017). For example, Wang (2013) used the SCCT
framework to examine which factors affected students’ attitudes towards entering a
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STEM field and actual entrance into STEM programs by post-secondary students. Wang
(2013) reported that math attitudes in early high school were strong predictors of later
math self-efficacy beliefs, achievement, as well as exposure to math and science courses.
Further, students’ positive attitudes towards STEM were a better predictor of later
enrollment than achievement in math and science courses. The link between early
attitudes and later career choice was also examined; entrance into a STEM field in postsecondary education increased due to the relationship between early exposure to math
and science courses in high school and a student’s subsequent intent to major in a STEM
field.
Similarly, Nugent and colleagues (2015) found that STEM interests in adolescents
were a strong predictor of career orientation and achievement through its direct effect on
self-efficacy and career expectancy. Chachashvili-Bolotin’s and colleagues (2016)
identified a positive relationship between students’ interest in STEM, subsequent math
achievement and later enrollment in advanced STEM courses. Similarly, Inda-Caro and
collaborators (2016) conducted a path analysis to determine SCCT’s validity within an
international sample of Spanish high-school students. Researchers found that student’s
technological self-efficacy and attitudes within high-school determined outcome
expectations such as interest towards pursuing a career within the field of technology
(Inda-Caro et al., 2016). These results support SCCT theory and highlight the importance
of intrinsic motivational factors, such as attitudes and interest in predicting STEM
engagement and later entrance into a STEM-related field. These research studies utilize
surveys, such as the S-STEM (Zhou et al., 2019), to measure aspects of STEM attitudes
and predict outcomes. Self-report tools are commonly used due to their ease of
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administration and ability to track changes in a respondent’s attitudes between preintervention and post-assessment.
Criticisms of this theory point to the limited environmental components
considered within social cognitive career theory, which are primarily occurring within the
classroom or informal learning context. Other important environmental influences (e.g.,
parental opinions, gender stereotypes, cultural norms, financial instability) are critical
components that affect an individual and their career-related behaviour, however, are not
incorporated within SCCT (Ambriz, 2016). For example, a key barrier to minorities
obtaining a career in a STEM-related field has been termed the “leaky STEM pipeline”
(Sheltzer & Smith, 2014). The STEM pipeline metaphor describes the educational
pathway that begins in early secondary education and progresses to post-secondary
graduation and the workforce (Blickenstaff, 2005). Most minority or female students
enrolled in a STEM field within college or university switch to a non-STEM major or
drop out during undergraduate education, with the metaphor of a leaky pipeline
describing this attrition. Leaks have been identified at key career stages including the
bachelors to PhD stage, employment selection (Morgan et al., 2013), promotion (Ong et
al., 2011) and retention. Factors contributing to the attrition of minority individuals
include experiences with microaggressions, incivility and ostracism within the field
(Carter-Sowell & Zimmerman, 2015). Therefore, there are multiple contributing factors
that determine whether an individual, especially women of colour, will enter and pursue a
STEM-related career that goes beyond initial experiences within the classroom.
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4

Measuring STEM Attitudes
A multitude of instruments have been developed to assess attitudes towards

science, math, and technology for use in both descriptive and intervention studies
(Blalock et al., 2008; Yáñez-Marquina & Villardón-Gallego, 2016). For example,
Chachashvili-Bolotin’s and colleagues (2016) used a single tool, the Attitudes about
Academic Education Questionnaire, within their research design, which was a self-report
survey aimed to evaluate student’s attitudes towards future enrollment in STEM courses
and achievement. In contrast, Inda-Caro and colleagues (2016) combined and adapted
four independent survey tools (Technology Grade Self-Efficacy Scale, Sources of
Technology Self-Efficacy Scale, Technology Interests Scale, and Technology Intentions
and Goals Scale) within their research study to target specific outcome variables.
When assessing STEM attitudes, researchers and educators need measures that
address multiple core subject areas, have a clear STEM attitude definition, and are
reliable and valid. Unfortunately, many measures fail to do this by only targeting one or
two core subject areas, lacking an integrated view of STEM. Most commonly, measures
target science and/or mathematics. This is congruent with approaches to education where
a single subject is taught at a time, rather than integrating knowledge across seemingly
disparate subjects (National Academy of Engineering and National Research Council,
2014). As STEM education moves towards a more holistic discipline, measurement tools
designed to evaluate attitudes must follow suit.
The construct of STEM attitudes is typically defined and operationalized as an
interest towards the core subject areas (Staus et al., 2020) or attitudes towards pursuing a
career in a STEM-related field (Mau et al., 2019). It is common for researchers to define
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a construct based on specific research questions or theories used within a particular study.
If researchers define attitudes differently based on the common themes within the
literature, they may be creating instruments that are all capturing different aspects or
definitions of STEM attitudes. This issue results in difficulty when evaluating the
appropriateness of a scale as well as when comparing the effects of intervention across
multiple studies. Therefore, a review of STEM attitude measures that evaluates and
compares reported operational definitions following a validated framework will shine
light onto what subconstructs are overly represented within the literature.
Ensuring the reliability and accuracy of attitude measures is imperative for
drawing conclusions about the relationships between interventions and STEM attitude
outcomes. Many authors create STEM attitude measures that serve to answer specific
questions for their individual studies. When these new independent measures are created,
little data are reported on the instrument’s reliability and validity (Blalock et al., 2008).
Without this information, readers must be cautious when interpreting results. If unsure of
a measure’s reliability and validity, it draws into question whether it can accurately track
changes in attitudes as a result of the implementation of an intervention. If the measure is
invalid, then the observed relationship between variables (e.g. intervention and STEM
attitudes) may also be invalid, thereby undermining the results (Blalock et al., 2008). It is
crucial to ensure all measurement tools used in a research project have adequate
psychometric properties to ensure that accurate and reliable relationships between
independent and dependent variables are captured and that the subsequent conclusions
are valid. The goal of this review, therefore, is to identify STEM attitude measures and
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their psychometric quality, supporting researchers using these instruments as primary
outcome measures for intervention programs looking to change attitudes in students.
Previous reviews of science attitude measures have identified limitations such as
minimal subject/content coverage, insufficient reported psychometrics, as well as
inconsistent construct definitions of attitudes across measures. Blalock et al. (2008)
reviewed existing science attitude instruments and identified a multitude of measures
reporting minimal psychometric information. Prior, the only large-scale review of STEM
attitude measures was conducted by Hugh Munby in 1983, who also only evaluated
science attitude measures. Blalock and colleagues (2008) identified 66 tools, evaluating
each based on published psychometric data using a rubric created by the authors. The
rubric was used to assign scores to a total of five content areas of importance for each
tool; theory, reliability, validity, dimensionality, as well as development and usage. Of
the 66 total measures, 28 were missing fundamental psychometric data; either reliability
or validity or in some cases both. Additionally, a total of 37 measures were only used in a
single study with no follow-up information, which demonstrates researchers’ preference
for creating their own science attitude tools. Only a minority of measures (e.g. the Test of
Science Related Attitudes and the Scientific Attitude Inventory) were associated with
multiple studies and extensive psychometric data. Blalock and colleagues identified a
major lack of reliable and validated measures of science attitudes to be used within the
scientific literature. Blalock et al. (2008) suggested researchers stop the creation of new
instruments and promote the validation of promising existing measures.
More recently, Kennedy and colleagues (2016) conducted a review of published
measures of science attitudes, aiming to identify the subconstructs within overall attitudes
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commonly utilized by researchers as well as creating a new web-based instrument.
Researchers examined measurement items for common themes relevant to the formation
of positive attitudes towards science. Identified themes included student's perceived
enjoyableness of the topic, believed difficulty of school science, self-efficacy, the
relevance of science to a student's everyday life, as well as perceived usefulness of
science to one's future career. Their evaluation of identified measures was limited to
qualitative theme analysis and did not use quantitative psychometric information.
Additionally, Kennedy et al (2016) only included measures addressing school science
attitudes. Unlike Blalock and colleagues, Kennedy did not include psychometric data to
aid in their evaluation of identified science attitude measures.

5

Assessing Quality of Instruments
Building on the work of Blalock and colleagues (2008), this study will assess the

psychometric data of identified measures to determine the measurement precision,
reliability, of a specific tool (Smelser & Baltes, 2001). Reliability addresses a
psychological tests ability to consistently produce similar outcomes when used on the
same individual at multiple time points in different settings (Smelser & Baltes, 2001).
Therefore, reliability is measured based on the consistency between two sets of scores as
well as the amount of true and observed variance within each set (Smelser & Baltes,
2001). Common statistical tests of reliability include test-retest reliability, internal
consistency, and interrater reliability (Leung et al., 2012). Test-retest reliability requires
the administration of a particular measure to the same group of individuals at two-time
points. If the construct measured by a tool is stable in an individual, the differences in
scores at two-time points are due to unsystematic error (Leung et al., 2012). Statistical
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analysis used to describe test-retest reliability include Kappa’s coefficient, probability
values and Pearson correlations (Leung et al., 2012). Internal consistency addresses
correlations between items within a measure to ensure all items are addressing similar
constructs if intended to. If a measure contains multiple subconstructs, internal
consistency will ensure items meant to assess different variables do not positively
correlate to one another (Leung et al., 2012). Spearman-Brown, Kuder-Richardson,
and/or Coefficient alphas can be used to measure internal consistency (Leung et al.,
2012). Finally, interrater reliability measurements inquire about the agreement between
two independent data collectors administering the same tool and can be assessed using
various statistic tests including Kappa’s coefficient and Pearson correlations (Leung et
al., 2012; McHugh, 2012).
To determine if a tool is accurately assessing the intended construct, validity
measurements are used (Smelser & Baltes, 2001). A psychological instrument is
considered to be valid only if it measures what it is supposed to be measuring (Smelser &
Baltes, 2001). For example, a STEM attitude measure is, in fact, measuring a student's
attitudes towards the field of STEM. Similar to reliability, there are multiple different
methods for evaluating the validity of a measure including; content, construct, and
criterion validity (Leung et al., 2012). Content validity provides information on the
representation of target constructs within questions, items, and/or tasks in an assessment
(McDowell, 2006). A common method of evaluating content validity is through the
judgment of an expert panel and/or content relevance ratings yielding a content validity
index score (Leung et al., 2012). Construct validity addresses how well a psychological
tool correlates with predictions from the theoretical model that was used to create the
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measure (McDowell, 2006). Construct validity can be evaluated using convergent and/or
discriminant evidence (Leung et al., 2012). Common statistical tests that are used to
uncover convergent and discriminant validity include sample t-tests, analysis of variance
(ANOVA), Pearson correlations, and/or factor analysis (Leung et al., 2012). Finally,
criterion validity concerns itself with how well a measure is an accurate predictor of a
particular criterion, either at the same time of administration (e.g. how well IQ scales
predict current academic success in school) or in the future (e.g. how well IQ scales
predict admission into competitive post-secondary institutions). These two subcategories
of criterion validity are referred to as concurrent and predictive validity (Leung et al.,
2012). Statistical analysis that can evaluate criterion validity include t-tests, ANOVA’s,
Pearson correlations, positive and/or negative likelihood rations, as well as probability
values (Leung et al., 2012).
For the current review of STEM attitude measures, authors used the psychometric
grading framework (PGF) to evaluate the strength of published tools (Leung et al., 2012).
This framework has proven its usefulness while evaluating attitude and belief scales in
health care settings such as hospitals and clinics (Leung et al., 2012). The psychometric
grading framework uses common psychometric data to assign a grade representative to
the strength of each published measure allowing for their comparison (Leung et al.,
2012). Since Blalock and colleagues (2008) review, there has been an increase in the
understanding by researchers on the importance of reporting reliability and validity data,
hopefully leading to increases in the publication of psychometric data. Therefore, having
the ability to utilize this data and evaluate the strength of a measure, will allow for a
reliable comparison of a tool’s usefulness based on psychometric data. Using the PGF
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will allow for the current review to build on the results of previous reviews and provide
recommendations of the most reliable and valid measures to be used in future research
studies. Additionally, considering attitude construct and STEM subject coverage of all
published tools may provide insight into which measures are appropriate for particular
research objectives.
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Method
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA)
standards are followed in this report.

6

Search Strategy
In June 2020, the following databases were searched: ERIC, PsycINFO, Web of

Science, SCOPUS. Publication year was not restricted, but the search was restricted to
peer-reviewed articles. Search terms are listed in Table 1. All terms were searched within
the title and topic areas in each database. Each search term in each group listed in Table
1 was paired with every word from every other group by the word and. The search was
limited to publications in English. The reference lists of selected studies were also handsearched to identify original sources of included measures and were subsequently added
directly to full-text screening. Each measure evaluated within included articles was
subsequently obtained from their original source.

7

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion and exclusion criteria used for this review is displayed in Table 2. The

titles, abstracts and full texts of each article were evaluated against the inclusion criteria.

8

Title/Abstract Review
All references were exported to Covidence where duplicates were removed.

Initially, two authors (NN, MK) screened a randomly selected portion (20%) of titles and
abstracts against the inclusion/exclusion criteria and achieved 85% agreement; any
discrepancies were then discussed until consensus was reached and criteria was
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subsequently refined for clarity. Authors then independently screened all titles and
abstracts, and any disagreements were discussed until consensus. If there was insufficient
information in the title or abstract to evaluate all inclusion and exclusion criteria, the full
text of that document was reviewed.

9

Full-Text Review
The full text of all articles considered for inclusion was independently reviewed

by researchers (NN, MK, KL) against the inclusion criteria. Each article was reviewed by
two researchers and disagreements on inclusion or exclusion were resolved via discussion
until reaching consensus. Following full-text review, included articles were retained for
data extraction and psychometric grading.

10

Variable Coding/Data Extraction
Following inclusion, data on study information (e.g., participant population,

psychometric data) was extracted from each article. Data on survey content (e.g., number
of items) was extracted directly from copies of the measure. Data extraction forms were
developed by authors and piloted on a portion (20%) of randomly selected studies by
researchers (MK, KL). Two forms were created, one to gather information on the
research study and one for the identified measure. Specific content areas selected to be
extracted were modeled after Blalock et al. (2008). The following variables were
extracted from each research article: participant sampling method used, total number of
participants, administration method of measure, and reported psychometric data.
Additionally, the following variables were extracted for each identified measure: target
age group, total number of items, format of measure, time to complete measure, STEM
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subjects addressed, and reported attitude constructs. Following data extraction, the
psychometric grading framework was used to evaluate the quality of each measure using
collected psychometric data.

10.1 Target Age Group
Information regarding a measure’s intended age group was obtained from the
measure itself. Each measure’s target population was classified into one of three groups:
grades 1-6 (early elementary), grades 7-9 (middle-school), grades 9-12 (high-school). If
data on a measure’s target age group could not be found within the tool’s description or
title, its original source was searched.

10.2 Number of Items
The reported number of total items of a given measure was collected either from a
direct statement from researchers found within the methods section of the article or by
counting the total number of items within the measure. Data extractors counted also the
number of items within a measure that targeted the subject areas of science, technology,
engineering, and/or mathematics.

10.3 Format of Measure
Only self-report measures were included for consideration and were categorized
as either a Likert scale or semantic differential. Likert scale items typically use 3-, 5- or
7-point scales to allow a respondent to report how much they agree or disagree with a
particular statement (Likert, 1932). Semantic differential items ask participants to rate a
particular statement, object, or event based on contrasting adjectives (e.g., good-bad,
pleasant-unpleasant etc.; Heise, 1969). Data on the format of a measure was extracted by
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reviewing items on the measure or via an explicit statement in the methodology of the
research article including said measure.

10.4 Completion Time
Data on the time to complete a measure was extracted from statements within the
methodology of included articles.

10.5 Administration
Data on means of administration of a particular measure was extracted when
explicitly stated within an article. There are two main methods of delivery for self-report
measures, pencil and paper or computer administration. The administration method of a
given measure is chosen by individual researchers to meet their own research goals and
restrictions. Therefore, a single measure may be administered via different methods
across research studies. Data on all possible administration techniques was extracted from
included studies within the current review.

10.6 STEM Subject Area Coverage & Categorization
To evaluate the content coverage/subject areas, individual items on each measure
were categorized for targeting core subject areas of STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and/or mathematics). If a measure contained at least one item addressing a
particular STEM subject, it was classified as such. Subject areas (e.g., science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics, or general STEM) were typically explicitly
identified by authors and therefore can be reliably classified. If the subject area was not
clearly defined by creators, authors of the current review discussed what content was
included for each individual item on the measure to determine all subject areas covered.
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If items assessed multiple subject areas within STEM, all were noted. For example, the
Self-Efficacy Scale Towards Science and Technology contains items such as “I can
accomplish science and technology projects successfully” which addresses both science
and technology. If an item addresses all four core STEM subject areas, or refers to STEM
generally (e.g., Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics are very important in
life; Unfried, 2015) the item was classified under general STEM. All individual items
were used to classify each measure.
Similarly, a single measure may address multiple STEM fields and therefore was
included in multiple categories (e.g., the STEM Career Interest Scale addresses all four
subject areas of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics). As many previous
reviews have not addressed subject areas within STEM attitude measures, it is important
to identify which content areas (e.g. mathematics and/or science) are overly represented
and others that are not adequately addressed within tools.

10.7 Attitude Construct Coverage
Each identified measure was categorized according to Savelsbergh and
colleagues’ (2016) hierarchical framework of attitudes as assessing relevance (personal
and societal), interest (classroom, leisure, career), self-efficacy, and/or subjective
norms/normality of scientists. Constructs were defined using Savelsbergh’s (2016)
model. Relevance was defined as perceived importance of the field of STEM to one
personally or society. Interest addresses a positive or negative emotional response
towards STEM taught within one’s classroom, activities completed during leisure time,
or future careers in STEM. Self-efficacy focuses on an individual's belief of their abilities
to complete tasks and display behaviours to produce desired outcomes within STEM.
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Finally, subjective norms of scientists describe perceptions of whether society supports
and/or values scientists as a profession within the community (Savelsbergh et al., 2016).
Items were categorized as assessing one of these constructs and the total number of items
addressing each construct was tallied. All reported construct/s were recorded and
assessed within individual items and used to categorize the overall measure.

10.8 Quality Appraisal: Psychometric Grading Framework
Identified measures were evaluated using the psychometric grading framework
(PGF) created by Leung and colleagues in 2012. The PGF consists of two scales: Scale 1
is a matrix for assigning a level (A–D) to six psychometric properties (content validity,
construct validity, criterion validity, internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and interrater reliability) based on the strength of any measures reported. Levels were only
assigned for reported psychometric properties. All psychometric information was
extracted and individually assigned a grade based on guidelines outlined within the PGF
(Leung et al., 2012). Grades (A-D) were assigned to reported psychometric co-efficients
based on their comparison to pre-determined criteria. Once all co-efficients were assigned
a grade based on strength, the overall measure can be evaluated, using Scale 2, by
combining all individual grades. Scale 2 grades the overall psychometric strength of the
instrument (Good – Very weak) by combining the number and level of psychometric
measures arising from Scale 1.
To determine which tools to evaluate, all identified measures were categorized
into one of three groups; (1) Measures with psychometric data from one article; (2)
Measures with psychometric data from more than one article with only reliability
information reported, and (3) Measures with psychometric data from more than one
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article with reliability and validity information reported. Only measures in group 3 were
evaluated using the psychometric grading framework. This categorization aided in
identifying measures that have been validated across multiple participant samples and
have enough published psychometric data to be accurately evaluated using PGF.
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Results
A total of 144 relevant peer reviewed articles were identified for data extraction.
Within these 144 articles, 104 STEM affinity measures were identified and evaluated.
Peer-reviewed articles that were included for data extraction, as well as the number of
publications excluded is displayed in Figure 1.

11

All Identified STEM Attitude Measures

11.1 Completion Time
Completion time was reported for a total of 16 measures (15%), ranging from 10
minutes (STEM Career Interest Scale; Kier et al., 2014) to 50 minutes (ROSE - Science
Interest Scale; Schreiner and Sjøberg 2004).

11.2 Administration
Included measures were administered via paper-and-pencil (n = 46, 32 %) or
computer tasks (n = 22, 13%). Unfortunately, many (n = 76, 53%) articles did not
explicitly state the mode of administration used within their research protocols, and
therefore no data was extracted.

11.3 Number of Items
Measures varied in length from containing as few as 3 items (Ability SelfConcept in Physics and Chemistry Questionnaire; Wang et al., 2017) to 338 items (Math,
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Science, and Technology Questionnaire; Rice et al., 2013). However, the majority (n =
87, 83%) of included measures contained fewer than 100 items.

11.4 Content Coverage/Subject Areas of Measures
The most common subject area addressed within all identified measures was
science (n = 89; 86%), followed by mathematics (n = 57; 55%), technology (n = 49;
47%), engineering (n = 34; 33%), and general STEM (n = 13; 13%). Most measures
targeted only two fields (n = 66; 63%), with fewer targeting three (n= 4; 4%) or all four
STEM fields (n = 34; 33%).

11.5 Attitude Construct Coverage
The most commonly addressed subconstruct was Interest, present within 57 measures
(45%), followed by Self-Efficacy (n = 31, 29%), Attitude (n = 32; 31%), Relevance (n =
1; <1%) and Subjective Normality of Scientists (n = 1, <1%). Most measures focused on
only one construct area (n = 86, 83%), while others addressed two (n = 17, 16%) or three
constructs (n = 1, <1%). There were no included measures that assessed more than three
constructs. Table 3 displays attitude construct coverage amongst extracted measures.

11.6 Evaluation of Psychometric Quality
11.6.1

Reliability. There are multiple ways to evaluate the reliability of a given
measure. Within the PGF, internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and
inter-rater reliability are considered. Across measures reporting reliability
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information, internal consistency was the most frequently assessed. Inter-rater
and test-retest reliability values were also reported, however less frequently.

11.6.1.1 Internal Consistency. The internal consistency of a measure refers to
the stability of results between items within a given measure or scale
(McDowell 2006). It is most commonly evaluated by an α value. The
reliability of measures was most commonly reported as a Cronbach’s alpha
(α), with values reported for 95 measures (91%). The only other internal
consistency metric reported was a Kuder-Richardson 20, for a single
measure (Career Interest Survey- CIS; Donovan et al., 1985). Internalconsistency values were provided for instrument sub scales and/or the
overall measure. Coefficients ranged in value from .42 – .98 for subscales
within a measure, and .59 – .98 for the entire instrument.

11.6.1.2 Test-retest and Inter-rater Reliability. Test-retest reliability is
concerned with the stability of a given construct that is not expected to
change over time (McDowell 2006). Test-retest reliability coefficients were
reported for 6 (5%) included measures as a Pearson correlation (r) or a
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Test-retest coefficients ranged from
.60 – .87 at below marginal to acceptable (McDowell 2006). Inter-rater
reliability is a value of agreement between independent raters who are using
the same measure to obtain results (McDowell 2006). Inter-rater
coefficients were not provided for any included measures, as expected, as all
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measures were self-report questionnaires and not behavioural observation
tools.

11.6.2

Validity. The validity of a given measure can be evaluated via multiple
techniques. Within the PGF, content, construct, and criterion validity are
considered within the overall evaluation. Unfortunately, many measures (n =
44, 42%) did not report any validity information at all, limiting an evaluation
of psychometric properties.

11.6.2.1 Content Validity. Content validity addresses the extent to which all
facets of a construct are represented within a given measure (McDowell
2006). Content validity was the most commonly reported, being assessed for
a total of 40 measures (38%). The most common technique used to
determine content validity included the review of a measure by an expert
panel, reported for 36 measures (35%). Many researchers also conducted a
literature review (n = 15, 14%) and/or feedback was collected from
participants on their understanding of instrument’s content (n = 16; 15%).

11.6.2.2 Construct Validity. Construct validity measures the relationship
between a given construct and expected predictions based on a theoretical
model (McDowell, 2006). The most common measurement of construct
validity reported was percent variance (n = 26, 25%) following a
confirmatory or exploratory factor analysis. Values for overall scale
variance ranged from, poor to good at 36-97%. A few measures (n= 3, 3%)
did not calculate overall percentage variance explained, but individual
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subscale variance instead. For example, an article outlining the development
and validation of the Student Interest and Choice in STEM (SIC-STEM;
Roller et al., 2020) Survey, conducted a confirmatory factor analysis for
each subject subscale instead of the measure as a whole. However, the
psychometric grading framework being utilized within this review does not
consider subscale percent variance scores, so these values were not used to
evaluate the overall strength of a measure. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
values were the second most common metric of construct validity reported
(n = 15, 14%), with values ranging from .68 - .96. KMO coefficients
indicate the proportion of variance within a sample that might be the result
of underlying factors and are used for determining the suitability of a factor
analysis on a given dataset (Leung et al., 2012).

11.6.2.3 Criterion Validity. Criterion validity evaluates how well a measure
correlates with a gold standard tool or an indicator of the real situation
(McDowell 2006). Criterion validity was not frequently evaluated by
researchers, present for only 5% of extracted measures (n = 5). Pearson
product correlations evaluating concurrent validity of a measure were the
most commonly reported, with extracted values ranging from .42 - .75.
These coefficients were calculated by correlating a given measures results
(e.g., STEM Career Interest Survey; STEM-CIS) with a pre-validated
measure of a related construct (e.g. The Interest in Science Scale, ISS;
Bozdogan, 2007).
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12

Determining Articles for Psychometric Grading
The 104 included measures were organized into three groups: (1) Measures with

psychometric data from one article; (2) Measures with psychometric data from more than
one article with only reliability information reported, and (3) Measures with
psychometric data from more than one article with reliability and validity information
reported. Only measures in group 3 were evaluated using the psychometric grading
framework within the current review.

12.1

Group 1: Measures Cited Within One Article

Of the included measures, 83 (80%) were only cited within one included peerreviewed article. Most of these measures were uniquely developed by researchers for the
purpose of their individual research goals and questions (e.g., Self-Efficacy in
Engineering, Programming, and Circuitry Questionnaire; Nugent et al., 2019). While
others contained measures that were adapted from other validated tools by the addition of
relevant items and/or replacement of question wording to match the individual study
(e.g., Science Motivation Questionnaire ll – Adapted; Glynn et al., 2011).

12.2 Group 2: Measures Cited More than Once with
only Reliability Information
Multiple measures (n = 6; 6%) were cited in more than one included peer-reviewed
article, but articles only presented reliability information. The most common measure of
reliability was internal consistency (n = 6, 100%) which was reported for all measures
contained within Group 2. The most common internal consistency coefficient reported
was Cronbach’s alpha, which was published for all six measures within Group 2 (e.g.,
Attitudes Towards Math and STEM; Prieto et al., 2011).
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13

Group 3 Measures
A total of 15 measures (14%) were cited in multiple included peer-review articles

and both reliability and validity information was published. These measures and their
general characteristics can be found within Table 4. All collected psychometric
information for each measure, as well as the final grade can be found within Table 5.
The measures were primarily designed to target students in grades 9-12 (n = 7, 47%), also
referred to as high-school students, as well as middle-school students in grades 7-8 (n =
6, 40%). Measures designed for elementary aged students, in grades 4-6, were present,
however less common (n = 3, 20%). There were no measures within group 3 that were
designed for students in grades 1-3. Additionally, identified measures contained a range
in the number of contained items, from 8 (PISA 2006 – Science Interest Scale; OECD,
2009b) to 108 (Relevance of Science Education; Schreiner and Sjøberg 2004) items. A
total of 14 (93%) identified measures used a Linkert-style format, with a single tool
(STEM Semantics Survey; Tyler-Wood et al., 2010) utilizing a semantic differential
format. Within the 15 identified measures, only 5 (33%) explicitly reported a completion
time, which ranged from 10 (e.g., STEM Career Interest Scale; Kier et al., 2014) to 50
minutes (Relevance of Science Education; Schreiner and Sjøberg, 2004).

13.1

Content coverage/subject Areas of Measures

Of the 15 measures identified within Group 3, a total of 7 (47%) addressed all
four core STEM subject areas (e.g., STEM Attitude Survey; Guzey et al., 2014). The
most common subject addressed was science, which was included within almost all
identified measures (n = 14, 93%), followed by technology (n = 11, 73%), mathematics
(n = 9, 60%), engineering (n = 47%), and general STEM (n = 5, 33%). A few identified
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measures (n = 4, 27%), further broke down science items to address the specific subjects
of biology, chemistry, physics, earth science, and/or astronomy (e.g., Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study 2007; Olson et al., 2008). Information on
the specific subject coverage for each identified measure can be found within Table 4.

13.2

Attitude Construct Coverage of Measures

Two identified measures (13%), of the 15 within group 3, included more than one
attitude construct, addressing self-efficacy and interests (STEM-CIS; Kier et al., 2014,
Measure of STEM Interest in Adolescents; Falk et al., 2016). The remaining thirteen
measures (87%) focused on a single STEM attitude construct. The most common
construct was interest (n = 7, 47%) followed by general attitudes (n = 6, 40%), and selfefficacy (n = 4, 27%). Relevance and subjective norms of scientists were not common
attitude constructs assessed within measures, as they were not addressed within any of the
fifteen identified measures. The specific construct coverage of each identified measure
can be seen within Table 4.

13.3 Evaluation of the Psychometric Quality of
Measures
All 15 identified measures reported reliability and validity data, with extracted
coefficients displayed in Table 5. A total of 11 measures within Group 3 (73%) received
the highest overall grade of Good. The remaining 4 measures within Group 3 (27%)
received the second highest grade of Adequate (Educational and Career Interest Scale;
Oh et al., 2013, Mathematics and Technology Attitude Scale; Pierce et al., 2007, Science
Self-Efficacy Questionnaire; Smist, 1993, STEM Project Based Learning Questionnaire;
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Han, 2017). There were no identified measures within Group 3 that received a lower
overall grade of Weak or Very Weak.
Of the 11 identified measures receiving an overall grade of Good, many were
evaluated using specific and/or international samples. It is important to utilize
measurement tools within population samples that they have been previously validated
with, to ensure accuracy of obtained results. Both the Science and Technology Attitude
Scale (Nuhoğlu, 2008) and the Self-Efficacy for Science and Technology (Tatar et al.,
2009) measure were validated using middle-school aged participants within the country
of Turkey. As there is no other information regarding the validity of these measures on an
international or western sample, it would only be appropriate to utilize these tools on a
similar sample population. In contrast, PISA’s Science Interest Scale (OECD, 2009b) as
well as the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (Olson et al., 2008)
measures have had psychometric evaluations conducted with international samples of
thousands of students and have been translated into several different languages. It would
be appropriate for the use of these measures world-wide. However, it is important to note
that the Science Interest Scale (OECD, 2009b), was developed for use with 15-year-old
participants, and has not been evaluated within other age groups. This age restriction
limits the measures use to same age participants.
The STEM Career Interest Survey (Kier et al., 2014), STEM Semantics Survey
(Tyler-Wood et al., 2010), STEM Attitude Survey (Guzey et al., 2014), and the UpperElementary S-STEM (Unfried, 2015) have been validated in several North American
(e.g., United States of America and Canada) and Asian countries (e.g., China, Taiwan,
Malaysia, and Turkey). These measures can be appropriately utilized within these
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communities and administrators can be confident on the validity of obtained results. The
Measure of STEM Interest in Adolescence (Falk et al., 2016) and the Middle/High
School S-STEM (Unfried, 2015) have only been validated on communities solely within
the United States (US). Due to similarities between the US and Canadian populations,
these measures can be utilized within both neighboring countries. However, they cannot
be reliably used within international samples until further psychometric evaluation is
conducted. Finally, the Relevance of Science Education Measure (Schreiner and Sjøberg
2004) has been validated within Asian (e.g., Taiwan and China) and European countries
(e.g., Finland) and can accurately evaluate the STEM attitudes of students within these
communities. Therefore, if used within North American regions, obtained results may not
be valid.
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Discussion
The current review builds on previous work evaluating STEM attitude
measurement tools used with elementary and/or high school aged students. Using a
holistic view of STEM, we searched for tools that assessed more than one core subject
area. Savelsbergh and colleague’s (2016) hierarchical framework of attitudes was used to
categorize identified measures based on the attitude construct definition used.
Additionally, using a validated framework from Leung and colleagues (2012), published
psychometric data was evaluated to yield a grade of relative strength for identified
measures within our review. This allowing the current researchers to identify measures
based on reliability and validity data.
The current review yielded a total of 15 unique measures that were cited within
multiple included peer-reviewed studies and contained both reliability and validity
psychometric data. Many of the identified measures took a holistic approach to
evaluating STEM attitudes as they targeted all four core STEM subject areas.
Additionally, with regards to attitude construct coverage within measures, many used a
global perspective addressing general attitudes. While others used a more tailored
perspective by evaluating student’s interests and/or self-efficacy beliefs to conceptualize
attitudes. Within the 15 identified measures within Group 3, 11 received the highest
overall psychometric grade of Good, with the remaining 4 measures awarded a grade of
Adequate. Within and across these measures there was a variety of STEM subject area
and attitude construct coverage.
Studies commonly evaluated the attitudes of middle and high-school aged
participants, with limited focus on the attitudes of younger elementary aged students.
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This may be due to older student’s experiences with STEM subjects and a better ability to
understand and voice opinions on attitudes towards science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (Lesseig, Slavit, Nelson, 2017).

14

STEM Content Coverage
The results of our review highlighted the abundance of science attitude measures

within the literature. Many measures targeted two or more STEM subject areas, with
science present across almost all measures (89%). Measures addressing two STEM
subjects primarily included science and mathematics or science and technology (e.g.,
Science and Technology Attitude Scale; Nuhoğlu, 2008). Many measures divided the
subject of science into subtopics of biology, chemistry, and physics. It is likely that
science is the most common STEM subject addressed within measures due to its
importance within elementary and high-school curriculum (Herschbach, 2011).
Additionally, science may be the most common core subject addressed due to the age of
targeted respondents and the relative newness of the concept of STEM. All four core
STEM subject areas are well known within post-secondary education, however younger
students do not have as much exposure to engineering and technology courses, leading to
little need for evaluating student attitudes in said subjects, and a lack of tools to do so.
Of the 15 measures included in Group 3, seven were published between the years
1990 – 2010. Of these seven, only one measure addressed all four core subject areas of
STEM (STEM Semantics Survey; Tyler-Wood et al., 2010), with the remaining six
covering technology, mathematics, and/or science (e.g., Science Self-Efficacy
Questionnaire; Smist, 1993). The term STEM was not coined until 2001 by Judith
Ramaley, and not widely adopted until years later, this may explain the lack of focus on
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attitudes towards technology, mathematics, and engineering in earlier literature (Teaching
Institute for Excellence in STEM, 2010). The other eight identified measures included for
evaluation within Group 3 were published between 2011 – 2017, with all addressing all
four subject areas and/or use of the term STEM within items. Within the past decade, the
integration and perceived importance of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics has grown substantially, as indicated through the published attitude scales of
this time period.

15

Attitude Construct Coverage
The most common construct identified was interest followed by general attitudes,

and self-efficacy. Relevance and subjective norms of scientists were not assessed within
the fifteen group 3 measures. This suggests that current researchers prefer to evaluate
attitudes via an individual’s interests or feelings of self-efficacy. Both constructs, interest
and self-efficacy, can be considered automatic associative affects. Through an
individual’s repeated exposure to relevant contexts, over time, the affect is paired with
the context (Lamb et al., 2015). For example, following multiple positive experiences
with STEM subjects (e.g., doing well on a science or math test), positive interests begin
to form and become automatically associated with the subject/context. Also, self-efficacy
and interest may be the two most common constructs within attitude measures due to
their ability to predict behavioural changes (Lamb et al., 2015). These results are
consistent with published literature and social cognitive career theory, which highlighted
the importance of self-efficacy beliefs and interest for goal setting, achievement, and
outcome expectations within STEM (Lent & Brown, 2006, Nugent et al., 2015)
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As the attitudes of students are being targeted within intervention programs in
order to increase student engagement and persistence within the field of STEM, choosing
a construct that is closely associated with behaviours is more likely to show
intervention/treatment effects. Relevance and subjective norms are less associated with
behavioural change and not as common an antecedent to behaviour as interest and selfefficacy, potentially leading to a decreased number of attitude measures utilizing the
constructs (Lamb et al., 2015). Results gathered outlining the specific construct included
within a given measure is critical to inform researchers of what they are actually
evaluating (e.g. self-efficacy as opposed to general attitudes) and ensure accurate
research conclusions are being made.

16

Evaluation of the Psychometric Quality of Measures
Only measures reporting both reliability and validity information across multiple

peer-reviewed studies were included for evaluation within the current review. The fifteen
identified STEM attitude measures reported diverse psychometric coefficients, most
commonly evaluating the internal consistency of a tool with a Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient and the content validity via literature review and/or expert panel review.
These coefficients were used to assign an overall grade of strength to each tool. The
STEM attitude measures receiving the highest overall grade of “Good” (e.g., STEM
Career Interest Survey; Kier et al., 2014) reported the most psychometric information
across multiple research studies supporting the reliability and validity of the measure.
Several included measures received a lower grade of “Adequate”, indicating there is
minimal psychometric information supporting the use of the tools, however, more testing
and examination may be necessary.
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It is important to note, that the psychometric properties of a tool are influenced by
the sample on which it was tested. Reliability and validity evaluations can be affected by
the sample size, variability of a construct within and across samples, and limited
representation of a population within a chosen sample (Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing, 2014). A small sample size limits the statistical power of a given
psychometric calculation as well as limits the representation of a population within said
sample. Additionally, limited representation of a particular population (e.g., cultural
group, gender identity, specific socioeconomic status, and/or level of education achieved)
limits the generalizability to non-included groups. For example, the Middle/High-School
S-STEM was tested on a sample of 67 participants located within the southeastern United
States (Binns et al., 2016). Participants were academically talented students, with 40%
identifying as Caucasian, 30% as Asian, 18% as Black, 2% as Hispanic, and 9% as other.
Due to restrictions based on educational background of participants, the sample does not
represent the general population of the southeastern United States, which has a cultural
composition of 62% Caucasian, 22% Black, 3% Asian, 9% Hispanic, 1% Alaskan Native,
and 2% of individuals identifying with two or more racial groups (United States
Consensus Bureau, 2019). The reliability and validity of the Middle/High School SSTEM from this sample may vary when used with other groups within the general
population. It is important for multiple evaluations on multiple diverse samples to ensure
generalizability of a measure across samples.
Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing have been put forth by the
American Psychological Association and National Council on Measurement in Education
(Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, 2014). They have outlined the
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ethical standards and criteria necessary for the accurate interpretation of test scores and
guidelines for assessing reliability, validity, and intended use of a measurement tool.
More specifically, standard 1.1 has defined the test developer’s role to clearly state the
intended population(s) a measure was designed for as well as the construct(s) the measure
is intended to assess (Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, 2014). As no
measure permits use with all populations in all situations, it is the test developers’ duty to
distinguish targeted population groups to ensure accuracy of results obtained. Within the
included articles, test developers indicated an intended age group (e.g., elementary,
middle, or high school aged students) for specific measures. Additionally, studies
included in the current review, typically described samples using age, gender, and
ethnicity, however, lacked description of other relevant factors such as exclusion criteria,
educational background, admissions policies for a particular school, socioeconomic
status, disability status, dominate language spoken and linguistic ability within a
community (Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, 2014). Conclusions
within the current review will be specific to the provided information within included
research articles regarding participant populations targeted.
With respect to validating a measure, researchers aim to show that the tool assess
the intended construct it was developed to evaluate. This can be proven within a target
population using criterion or construct validity assessments, however as a construct may
present differently within different populations of individuals, proving validity within one
cannot generalize to another without further testing (Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing, 2014). For example, if a STEM attitude measure was consistently
validated using a group of English-speaking Caucasian high-school students from the
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United States, it may not be able to accurately assess the attitudes of Hispanic middle
school females due to different conceptualization and presentation of attitudes between
these groups. It is imperative that researchers describe in detail the composition of any
sample due to the influence it may have on the validity statistics, which was lacking
within identified articles in the current review.

17

Comparison to Previous Reviews
Similar results were obtained to previous reviews, with respect to the number of

single-use measurement tools identified in the literature, and dissimilar with respect to
recommended STEM attitude measures. Blalock and colleagues (2008) conducted a
large-scale evaluation of pre-existing science attitude measures published between 19352005. As the term STEM was not coined until 2001 (Teaching Institute for Excellence in
STEM, 2010), Blalock did not include attitude measures addressing subject areas other
than science. There was no overlap in measures included in Blalock and colleagues’ 2008
review and the current analysis, and many measures were developed following the
Blalock review. This is most likely due to our two subject minimum inclusion criteria,
which eliminated many science attitude measures cited by Blalock. The majority (87%)
of measures included for psychometric evaluation within Group 3 of our review were
published after 2005.
Blalock and colleagues (2008) review yielded a total of 66 tools, with 28 missing
fundamental psychometric data and 37 cited within only a single study (56%). The
current review found similar results with 80% of included measures only being cited
within a single article, which shows an increase in single-use measures over the past 13
years. Despite Blalock et al.’s (2008) suggestions, researchers have continued to create
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single-use measures that meet the specific goals of a given project and/or intervention
program. (e.g., Test of Science Related Attitudes – Adapted; Koul et al., 2018). However,
researchers are developing measures that are strikingly similar to previously published
tools. Following creation of these new or adapted scales, little reliability and validity
assessment is done to ensure appropriateness of a measure. The use of an unvalidated
measure inhibits a researcher’s ability to say with certainty that they are measuring an
intended construct. For example, an adapted measure may aim to assess an individual’s
positive and/or negative attitudes towards school subjects such as science and
mathematics, but the items are worded in such a way that the cognitive and affective
underpinnings that constitute an attitude are not what is being evaluated. Instead,
disparate items are put together due to a lack of a definition of the underlying construct.
Items may follow a common theme (e.g., attitudes towards science and mathematics) but
not a common construct (e.g., attitudes towards completing science and math activities in
school vs attitudes towards wanting to become a engineer). These discrepant constructs
may result in very different attitude ratings within a single measure attempting to capture
student attitudes (Kind et al., 2007). If this measure was being used within a research
study to gauge the effectiveness of an intervention aimed to increase student attitudes,
scores collected at both pre- and post-assessment would be inaccurate and therefore
subsequent conclusions drawn about the intervention are also inaccurate. Authors who
routinely adapt measures to meet their own research needs appear to lack or at minimum
undervalue the theoretical and methodological rigor that goes into creating a scale and
defining a given construct. Similar conclusion’s must still be drawn within the current
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review, as improvements in the prevalence of single-use measures have not been made
since Blalock’s 2008 recommendations.
Kennedy, Quin and Taylor (2016) completed a similar review of science attitude
measures in their process of creating a new school science attitude measure. There was
minor overlap of reported measures with the inclusion of the Relevance of Science
Education (ROSE; Schreiner and Sjøberg, 2004) scale within both Kennedy and
colleagues review and the present one. This measure was included within the current
review as it addresses multiple core subject areas of science including biology, chemistry,
physics, earth science, and astronomy as well as technology. With the exception of the
ROSE scale, there was no additional overlap in evaluated instruments, mostly due to
Kennedy and colleagues focus on science attitude measures, and no other subject areas
within STEM. Additionally, Kennedy utilized different construct definitions of attitudes
when categorizing measures, however, they addressed self-efficacy, interest towards a
future career in science, and personal relevance within their framework, similarly to
Savelsberg’s (2016) framework used within the current review. Kennedy’s (2016) review
lacked an evaluation of included measures psychometric information, limiting the current
comparison of results.
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Adapted Measures
The current review yielded adapted measures from well-known and previously

validated tools (e.g., Test of Science Related Attitudes – Adapted, Science Motivation
Questionnaire – Adapted, Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire – Adapted). Many
researchers looking to address STEM attitudes modified a measure of science or
mathematics attitudes with the addition of items to address other core subject areas.
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Identical items were commonly used with the substitution of the term “science” or
“mathematics” with another STEM target subject (Science Motivation Questionnaire II –
Adapted; Ardura & Perez-Bitrian, 2018). Researchers trust this single word swap
maintained the reliability and validity of the original scale while addressing new subject
attitudes (Fennema-Sherman Attitude Scale -Adapted; Kager & Foley, 2017). Many
conducted a single reliability and/or validity analysis of adapted measures, yielding
suitable Cronbach’s alpha values or factor analysis results to support the use of the new
scale. However, it was common for the original measures to be validated using different
target populations (e.g., undergrad students or adults) than the adapted measures were
used for (e.g., elementary or high-school students). It becomes difficult to compare and/or
combine psychometric information of a given scale in order to determine its overall
utility when items and intended population are different between administrations due to
adaptions.
As there were many published measures addressing science and math, and a
limited number of scales addressing STEM attitudes as a whole, researchers may have
been compelled to adapt a scale due to a lack of alternatives. However, as this review
highlights, there are now a multitude of measures that have been published within the
past decade that report strong psychometric information and were designed to address
multiple STEM subject areas. These measures are more suitable for use than an adapted
measure due to the amount of research and time that has been put into ensuring their
reliability, validity, and appropriateness for use with target participant populations.
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Limitations of the Psychometric Grading Framework
Leung and colleagues psychometric grading framework was used to evaluate the

strength of included measures. The framework was user-friendly and allowed for the
synthesis of psychometric coefficients to yield an overall evaluation of a given measure.
However, through its use, researchers made note of a few limitations and shortcomings
that may contribute to a discrepancy within results. For example, the framework is
limited to the amount of psychometric information provided for a given measure. As an
overall grade is determined based on a minimum number of strong coefficients to be
awarded a grade of A or B, a measure that reports a minimum of three “B-worthy”
coefficients in conjunction to multiple poor psychometric values will receive a grade of
“Good” similarly to a measure reporting 10 “A-worthy” values. Therefore, two measures
with large differences in psychometric evaluation both receive the highest grade.
However, it appears that the psychometric grading framework appears to take the stance
of “good-enough” with regards to measure evaluation.
Additionally, the framework does not require both reliability and validity
coefficients to be present in order to receive a strong grade. As at least three A or B
grades are required to be awarded an overall strength of “good”, a given measure could
report three high Cronbach’s alphas evaluating internal consistency and are rated as
“good”. The framework does not outline that at least one A or B must be from a
reliability and validity coefficients, or even that the coefficients need to be from different
psychometric tests. This allowing for limited information to yield a higher grade for a
given measure than it may deserve due to only reporting reliability or validity
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information. However, if used appropriately and with proper discretion, the PGF allows
for a comprehensive evaluation of survey tools.
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Limitations
A common limitation of systematic reviews are possible inconsistencies between
researcher ratings across title/abstract and full text reviews. Attempts to minimize errors
in ratings were used in the current review, such as training together, discussing
disagreements as a team until reaching consensus, and developing a structured data
extraction form to ensure the accurate collection of data. This did not appear to be a
concern due to consistency between reviewer ratings and data extraction across raters.
Results also may be limited by the initial databases (ERIC, PsycINFO, Web of
Science, SCOPUS) searched. Researchers choose the well-known databases within the
psychological community, however, there may be relevant peer-reviewed articles within
other databases not searched such as STEM specific databases. To minimize this effect,
reference lists of included articles were searched by researchers to find any other related
articles containing identified STEM attitude measures that may be housed on different
databases or missed in the initial search. This search resulted in 19 additional relevant
articles included for data extraction. Despite attempts to include all pertinent peer-review
articles and STEM attitude measures, it would be inaccurate to believe the current review
captures all published material.
The current review limited its scope to quantitative self-report measures of STEM
attitudes. Qualitative measures, encompassing drawings, focus groups, or interviews,
were not included which may limit results obtained. The Draw-a-Scientist Test (DAST;
Chambers, 1983) is a frequently cited measure within included articles of this review and
appeared as an effective tool to evaluate younger elementary students (K-5) attitudes
towards scientists. Our exclusion of qualitative measures may contribute to the lack of
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identified measures that were appropriate for use with younger elementary students
(grade 1-3) within the current review (see Table 5). As self-report measures require a
minimum reading level and agency by examinees, their use with young students may be
inappropriate, prompting the use of interviews and drawing exercises to evaluate
attitudes. However, when evaluating the attitudes of a large number of participants in
order to assess the impact of a particular research intervention, self-report measures are
the most feasible data-collection technique. Therefore, when choosing a STEM attitude
measure, educators, administrators, and researchers must consider the age of examinees,
instruments with the strongest psychometric information, and the intended application of
the tool.
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Implications
A core objective of the current review was to identify and evaluate measures of
STEM attitudes with strong psychometric evidence to be recommended and used within
psychological research. This would allow researchers the opportunity to use a reliable
and validated tool to accurately evaluate participants STEM attitudes and/or track
treatment changes. Measures receiving the highest overall grade of “Good” using the
PGF signifies the measure contains a multitude of psychometric information, with strong
coefficients reported. Recommendations will be made for measures receiving the highest
possible grade within the framework as their grade indicated strong psychometric data.
As previously mentioned, multiple measures were identified as good and can be
recommended by the current researchers for use within a variety of projects to address a
multitude of research questions. However, the final decision on an appropriate measure is
placed on individual researchers in order to choose a tool that fits best given the target
participant population and operationalization of the construct of attitude.
To determine an appropriate measure, a given researchers intended participant
population should be considered and identified. This is important to ensure the measure is
being used with participant populations with which it has already been validated.
Measures of the current review can be subdivided into intended use for early elementary
(grades 4-6), middle school (grades 7-8) and high-school aged students (grades 9-12). If
looking to evaluate STEM attitudes of early elementary students, the STEM Attitude
Survey (Guzey, Harwell, Moore, 2014), STEM Career Interest Survey (STEM – CIS;
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Kier et al., 2014), or the Upper Elementary S-STEM (Unfried, 2015) would be an
appropriate choice.
For researchers targeting middle-school aged students the Measure of STEM
Interest for Adolescents (Falk et al., 2016), Science and Technology Attitude Scale
(Nuhoğlu, 2008), Self-Efficacy for Science and Technology (SESST; Tatar et al., 2009),
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study 2007 (Olson et al., 2008), and the
Middle/High S-STEM (Unfried, 2015) would be fitting choices. Finally, researchers
evaluating the attitudes of high-school aged students can use the Middle/High S-STEM
(Unfried, 2015), PISA 2006 - Science Interest Scale (OECD, 2009b), ROSE - Science
Interest Scale (Schreiner and Sjøberg 2004), or the STEM Semantics Survey (Tyler-wood
et al., 2010).
Additionally, a measure can be chosen based on the specific attitude construct that
it addresses. Recall, within Savelsbergh and colleague’s model of general attitudes there
are multiple subconstructs (interest, relevance, self-efficacy and subjective norms of
scientists). As most measures focused on a single construct, a tool can be identified based
on a researcher’s specific construct operational definition of attitudes. For example, if
looking to target participants self-efficacy the Self-Efficacy for Science and Technology
(SESST; Tatar et al., 2009) would be an appropriate choice. The strongest measure
identified to address career interests within participants was the STEM Career Interest
Scale (Kier et al., 2014). More general interests can be evaluated using the Measure of
STEM Interest in Adolescents (Falk et al. 2016). Also, general overarching attitudes can
be evaluating using the STEM Attitude Survey (Guzey et al., 2014) or the Upper
Elementary or Middle/High School S-STEM (Unfried, 2015).
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Finally, researchers, practitioners, and other professionals looking to utilize a
specific measure must also consider the characteristics of their participant population in
comparison to those of the sample used to gather initial psychometric data and validate a
tool. This will ensure that the measure can reliably and accurately assess STEM attitudes
within a particular population of students as it is comparable to the sample used in the
psychometric evaluation. A measure is only valid for the sample population on which it
was tested, and results cannot be generalized to all populations. For example, the
Middle/High School S-STEM was only evaluated on students within the southeastern
United States, who were primarily Caucasian. In comparison, the STEM Career Interest
Survey was administered to students in Turkey, Malaysia, Taiwan, and various regions of
the United States. The STEM Career Interest Survey can be appropriately applied to a
diverse group of students, while the Middle/High School S-STEM should only be used
with samples within the United States and/or Canada due to their population similarities.
Information regarding the population each included measure was validated with can be
found within Table 5.
Finally, the current review aimed to evaluate STEM attitude self-report
measurement tools for the use within research and program evaluation studies. However,
these measures can be used for a multitude of other purposes such as for self-evaluation
of student’s interests and/or as a tool for career counsellors. The core purpose of these
tools is to evaluate the attitudes of elementary and high school students towards the field
of STEM. This construct would be informative to evaluate within upper high school
students contemplating whether they should pursue a STEM-related post-secondary
program or career or post-secondary students looking to switch specializations, as a
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quantitative evaluation of their attitude levels may aid in this decision. Career and
guidance counsellors utilize a multitude of self-assessment tools for narrowing a
professional field of interest and developing self-awareness within a student such as the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. From the current evaluation of STEM attitude measures,
the Middle/High S-STEM (Unfried, 2015) or STEM Career Interest Survey (STEM –
CIS; Kier et al., 2014) would be appropriate measures, with US or Canadian students.
These measures received the highest overall evaluation of good and would be helpful in
evaluating a student’s interest towards STEM. Even though the STEM-CIS has been
classified as a tool appropriate for elementary aged students, it has been validated within
high school samples (Çevik, 2018; Mau et al., 2019).
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Conclusions
Within the literature, a multitude of STEM attitude measures have been published
in the past decade. This has been in conjunction with the push by educators and
stakeholders to increase post-secondary participation within STEM courses, and eventual
entry into a STEM-related field. Research intervention programs aiming to promote
STEM attitudes and literacy within elementary and high-school aged students have
increased over the past decade as well, leading to an influx of newly published measures
aimed to evaluate treatment effects. The broad STEM subject coverage of these
measures, with most addressing all four core subjects, speaks to the pivot towards a
holistic and interdisciplinary view of STEM education and attitudes. Additionally, while
evaluating specific construct coverage used by researchers within STEM attitude
measures, it became apparent that most tools operationalize attitudes as an interest
towards a specific topic and/or self-efficacy beliefs. The use of Savelsbergh’s theoretical
framework of STEM attitudes allowed for the accurate categorization and evaluation of
measures based on specific construct definitions used.
As previous reviews, as well as the current review have uncovered, many of the
measures identified are single-use tools, lacking reliability and validity information. We
echo recommendations made by previous researchers, and advocate for the use of well
validated measures within psychological research to ensure proper conclusions are drawn
on treatment effects. Multiple reliable and validated tools were identified within the
current review using a psychometric grading framework. We recommend their use to
accurately evaluate student STEM attitudes.
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Table 1: Search Terms Used to Select Applicable Research Articles
Group

Terms

STEM

STEM OR Science OR Technology OR Engineering OR
Math*

Attitude

Affinity OR Attitude* OR Perception* OR Interest OR
Belief* OR Opinion OR Motivation OR career* OR
enjoyment OR engagement OR attainment OR selfconfidence OR self-efficacy

Measurement

Measur* OR instrument* OR interview OR scale OR
questionnaire OR assessment OR inventory

Filters

•

NOT (undergraduate OR non-experimental OR
preschool OR pre-school OR adulthood OR preservice OR preservice)

•

In the Web of science subject area was limited to
Education, Psychology, or Educational research

•

Language limited to English
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Table 2: Inclusion Criteria for Title/Abstract and Full Text Review
Criterion

Accept

Reject

Science Technology
Engineering and Math
(STEM)

Two or more STEM subject
areas addressed including;
Science, Technology,
Mathematics, Engineering,
Chemistry, Biology,
Computer Science, Earth
Science

Only one subject area addressed
(e.g. Mathematics), Economics,
Social science, Agriculture,
Medicine/Health (exception: if
health is used as context for any
of the included subjects)

Primary or Secondary
students

Elementary/primary school,
Secondary/high school,
Gender-specific (for example
girls only)

Pre-elementary, tertiary
education/college/university,
adult education, pre-service
teacher/teacher students

STEM attitude measured
as a quantitative
dependent variable

Attitude toward STEM
(lessons), STEM attitudes,
Relevance of STEM, Interest
in STEM (lessons), Career
interest/intentions for STEM,
Interest in STEM as a leisure
activity, Self-efficacy/selfconfidence for STEM
(lessons), Normality of
scientist

Attitudes measured with open
questions, attitudes towards
computer learning, collaborative
learning, dissection,
environment/social issues, or
health/disease / safe sex /
healthy food, student's
perception of
usefulness/learning value of the
intervention

Assessment/Instrument/Sc
ale Properties - The study
must present information
on the measurement
properties of the scale

Reliability, test-retest
reliability, internal
consistency, standard error of
measurement, validity,
content validity, convergent
validity, discriminant
validity, factor analysis,
construct validity, face
validity

No assessment/instrument/scale
properties reported

Self-Report

The study must describe the
use of a self-report
questionnaire or an
instrument that is completed
with a student.

Studies which use only
observational methods of
recording outcomes (e.g. event
recording) or interviews,
respondents are not students (for
example teachers)

Empirical Article Publications must present
original empirical data

Group designs, randomized
controlled trials, survey
studies, single-case
experimental research
designs

Case reports or secondary
sources/reviews
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Table 3: Overview of STEM Attitude Construct Coverage within Measures
Category

Number of Measures

Highest Scoring Measures
Based on PGF

Overall Attitude

24

STEM Attitude Survey
(Guzey, Harwell, Moore,
2014)

Relevance (Personal and/or
Societal)

0

Interest (classroom, leisure,
and/or career)

41

PISA 2006 – Science Interest
Scale
(OECD, 2009b)

Self-Efficacy

20

Self-Efficacy for Science and
Technology (SESST; Tatar et
al., 2009)

Subjective Norm/Normality of
Scientists

1

Conception of Professionals in
STEM – Adapted (DeWitt et
al., 2013)

Multiple Categories

18

STEM Career Interest Scale
(Kier et al., 2014)

All Categories

0

Total

104
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Table 4: Group 3 Instrument Characteristics (n= 15)
Instrument

Number of Items &
Format

Intended Age Group

Attitude Construct
Coverage

STEM Subject Area(s)
Covered (n = number of
items per subject area)

Educational and Career
Interest Scale (Oh et al.,
2013)

9; Multiple-point response

Grade 9-12

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career)

Science (3),
Technology/Engineering (3),
Math (3)

Mathematics and
Technology Attitude Scale
(MTAS; Pierce et al., 2007)

20; Multiple-point response

Grade 7-8

Attitude

Technology (8), Math (12)

Measure of STEM Interest
in Adolescents (Falk et al,
2016)

32; Multiple-point response

Grade 7-8

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career), Self-Efficacy

Science (16), STEM (16)

PISA 2006 – Science
Interest Scale (OECD,
2009b)

8; Multiple-point response

Grade 9-12

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career)

Biology (2), Chemistry (1),
Physics (1), Astronomy (1),
Earth Science (1), Science
(2)

Relevance of Science
Education (ROSE;
Schreiner and Sjøberg 2004)

108; Multiple-point
response

Grade 9-12

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career)

Biology (40), Chemistry
(10), Physics (20), Earth
Science (9), Technology
(10), Astronomy (11),
Science (8)

Science and Technology
Attitude Scale (Nuhoğlu,
2008)

20; Multiple-point response

Grade 7-8

Attitude

Science (10), Technology
(10)

Science Self-Efficacy
Questionnaire(SSEQ;
Smist, 1993)

27; Multiple-point response

Grade 9-12

Self-Efficacy

Biology (8), Chemistry (8),
Physics (8), Science (3)
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Self-Efficacy for Science
and Technology (SESST;
Tatar et al., 2009)

27; Multiple-point response

Grade 7-8

Self-Efficacy

Science (27), Technology
(27)

STEM Attitude Survey
(Guzey et al, 2014)

28; Multiple-point response

Grade 4-6

Attitude

Science (5), Technology (5),
Engineering (6), Math (5),
STEM (7)

STEM Career Interest
Survey (STEM-CIS; Kier et
al., 2014)

44; Multiple-point response

Grade 4-6

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career)

Science (11), Technology
(11), Engineering (11), Math
(11)

STEM Project Based
Learning Questionnaire
(STEM PBL; Han, 2017)

51; Multiple-point response

Grade 9-12

Attitude

Science (8), Technology
(11), Engineering (1), Math
(1), STEM (30)

STEM Semantics Survey
(Tyler-Wood et al., 2010)

25; Semantic Differential

Grade 9-12

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career)

Science (5), Technology (5),
Engineering (5), Math (5),
STEM (5)

Upper Elementary SSTEM (Unfried, 2015)

43; Multiple-point response

Grade 4-6

Attitude

Science (9), Technology/
Engineering (11), Math (10),
STEM (13)

Middle/High School SSTEM (Unfried, 2015)

43; Multiple-point response

Grade 7-12

Attitude

Science (9), Technology/
Engineering (11), Math (10),
STEM (13)

Trends in International
Mathematics and Science
Study 2007 (TIMSS 2007;
Olson et al., 2008)

24; Multiple-point response

Grade 7-8

Interest (classroom, leisure,
career)

Science (4), Math (4),
Biology (4), Earth Science
(4), Chemistry (4), Physics
(4)

Self-Efficacy
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Table 5: Reliability, validity, and psychometric strength of STEM affinity instruments (n= 15)
Instrument

Sample

Reliability

Validity

Overall
Psychometric
Grade
Adequate

Educational and Career
Interest Scale (Oh et al.,
2013)

High-school students (n =
658 [USA; 102], 702
[Turkey; 67])

Internal Consistency (α): .88
[102], .88[67]

Content: expert panel review, focus
group feedback, literature review [102]
Construct: CFA yielded 4-factor
subscale % variance (49%, 38%, 7%,
4%) [67]

Mathematics and
Technology Attitude
Scale (MTAS; Pierce et
al., 2007)

High-school students (n =
305 [Australia; 10], 1068
[Greece; 11])

Internal Consistency (α): .68
- .92 [11], .65-.89 [106]

Content: literature review [106]
Construct: KMO of .679 [11],
5-factor 65% of total variance [106]

Adequate

Measure of STEM
Interest in Adolescents
(Falk et al., 2016)

Middle-school students (n
= 811 [USA: 121], 249
[USA; 45], 106 [USA;
120])

Internal Consistency (α):
.87, [121], .85 [121], .69 - .89
[45], .58 - .89 [120]

Content: Literature review, expert panel
review, participant feedback [121,45]
Construct: r = .94, .89, .92 [121], PCA
yielded 8-factor subscale % variance
(9.84%, 8.46%, 40.09%, 9.67%,
37.16%, 5.58%, 7.97%, 13.59%) [45]

Good

PISA 2006 – Science
Interest Scale
(OECD, 2009b)

15-year-old aged students
(n = 25,476 [International;
40], 401 [Finland; 72],
40,000 [International;
101], 4714 [Finland; 74])

Internal Consistency (α): .87
[72], .83 [101], .85 [74], .64 .78 [40]

Content: Expert panel review,
participant feedback [101]
Criterion: r = .75 (JOYSCIE), .72
(SCIEFUT) [101]

Good

Relevance of Science
Education (ROSE;
Schreiner and Sjøberg
2004)

High-school students (n =
942 [Taiwan; 28],
1591[China; 31], 3615
[Finland; 132])

Internal Consistency (α): .97
[28], .67- .98 [31], .55 -.88
[132]

Content: Expert panel review,
participant feedback [115,31]
Construct: KMO of .902 [132], EFA
yielded 3-factor subscale % variance
(34.4%, 12.7%, 9.2%) [132]

Good
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Science and Technology
Attitude Scale (Nuhoğlu,
2008)

Middle-school students (n
= 422 [Turkey; 100], 66
[Turkey; 41])

Internal Consistency (α): .87
[100], .82 [41]

Content: Expert panel review [100]
Construct: KMO of .86 [100], Factor
analysis yielded 5-factor structure with
56% variance explained [100]

Good

Science Self-Efficacy
Questionnaire (SSEQ;
Smist, 1993)

High-school students (n =
157 [USA; 82], 402 [USA;
93])

Internal Consistency (α): .94
[82], .95 [93]

Construct: EFA yielded 3-factor
structure with 52.9% variance explained
[93]

Adequate

Self-Efficacy for Science
and Technology
(SESST; Tatar et al.,
2009)

Middle-school students (n
= 400 [Turley; 123], 705
[Turkey; 131])

Internal Consistency (α): .93
[123], .93 [131]

Content: expert panel review,
participant feedback, literature review
[123]
Construct: KMO of .95 [123], EFA
yielded 3-factor structure with 51%
variance explained [123]

Good

STEM Attitude Survey
(Guzey et al., 2014)

Elementary school
students (n = 662 [USA;
128], 732 [USA; 86], 40
[Turkey; 10])

Internal Consistency (α): .91
[128], .91 [86], .92 [10]

Content: expert panel review, literature
review [128]
Construct: KMO of .892 [128], general
liner model yielded 36.11% variance
explained [86]

Good

STEM Career Interest
Survey (STEM-CIS; Kier
et al., 2014)

Elementary school
students (n = 165 [Turkey;
24], 892 [Turkey; 42],1061
[USA; 76], 1033 [Turkey;
134], 129 [Malaysia; 94],
590 [Taiwan; 92])

Internal Consistency (α): .92
[24], .88 [42], .93 [134], .98
[92], .77- .89 [76], .85- .86
[94]
Test-Retest: r = .87 [134], .60
-.85 [92]

Content: expert panel review,
participant feedback, literature review
[76,134,92]
Construct: KMO of .86 [24]
Criterion: r = .47 to ISS [134]

Good

STEM Project Based
Learning Questionnaire
(STEM PBL; Han, 2017)

Middle-school students (n
= 816 [Korea; 60], 785
[Korea; 61])

Internal Consistency (α): .87
[61], .80 -.89 [60]

Construct: CFA yielded 5-factor
structure with 56.97% variance
explained [61]

Adequate
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STEM Semantics
Survey (Tyler-Wood et
al., 2010)

High-school students (n =
174 [USA 111], 216
[China; 118] 360 [USA;
35], 174 [Hawaii; 130],
364 [USA; 34], 32[USA;
129])

Internal Consistency (α): .84
[118], .84 -.93 [111], .84- .93
[130], .90- .94 [35], .89 -.93
[34], .84- .93 [129]

Content: expert panel review [130]
Construct: EFA yielded 1-factor
structure with51.9% variance explained
[118]

Good

Upper Elementary SSTEM (Unfried, 2015)

Elementary school
students (n = 4232 [USA;
133], 242 [China; 143])

Internal Consistency (α): .90
[143], .91 [143], .83 - .87
[133]

Content: expert panel review [133]
Construct: EFA yielded 4-factor
structure with 67.7% variance explained
[133]

Good

Middle/High School SSTEM (Unfried, 2015)

Middle-school and Highschool students (n =
17,485 [USA; 133], 67
[USA; 18])

Internal Consistency (α): .89
[18], .89 -.90 [133]

Content: expert panel review [133]
Construct: EFA yielded 4-factor
structure with 73.9% variance explained
[133]

Good

Trends in International
Mathematics and
Science Study
(TIMSS2007; Olson et
al., 2008)

Middle-school students (n
= 40, 803 [International;
90], 160,922
[International; 103])

Internal Consistency (α): .72
[103], .66 -.81 [90]

Content: expert panel review,
participant feedback [103]
Construct (Convergent): r = .48, .45,
.57, .69 [90]

Good

Notes: USA = United States of America, PCA = Principal Components Analysis, CFA = Confirmatory Factor Analysis, EFA = Exploratory Factor
Analysis, ISS = The Interest in Science Scale, JOYSCIE = Enjoyment of Science Scale, SCIEFUT = Future-Oriented Science Motivation Scale, n =
number of participants within research study.
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Table 6. Recommended measures given participant population and target attitude
construct
Intended
Population
Elementary-School

Middle-School

High-School

Attitude Construct

Recommended Measures

Interest

STEM Career Interest Survey (Kier et al.,
2014)

Self-Efficacy
Relevance

n/a
n/a

Subjective
Norm/Normality of
Scientists
General Attitudes

n/a

Interest

Measure of STEM Interest for Adolescents
(Falk et al., 2016)
Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study 2007 (Olson et al., 2008)

Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy for Science and Technology
(Tatar et al., 2009

Relevance

n/a

Subjective
Norm/Normality of
Scientists
General Attitudes

n/a

Interest

PISA 2006 - Science Interest Scale (OECD,
2009b)
ROSE (Schreiner and Sjøberg 2004)
STEM Semantics Survey (Tyler-Wood et al.,
2010)

Self-Efficacy

n/a

Relevance

n/a

Subjective
Norm/Normality of
Scientists
General Attitudes

n/a

Note: n/a = no measures identified

STEM Attitude Survey (Guzey et al., 2014)
Upper Elementary S-STEM (Unfried, 2015)

Science and Technology Attitude Scale
(Nuhoğlu, 2008)
Middle/High S-STEM(Unfried,2015)

Middle/High S-STEM(Unfried,2015)
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Figure 1. PRISMA 2009 Flow Diagram for Systemic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, The PRISMA Group, 2009)
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